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1970 brought a close to the Beatles saga, and one final film Let It Be. Let It Be was intended
to be a documentary of the “rebirth” of the Beatles, but turned out to document the bandʼs
“slow demise.” The original idea for the movie was to film the Beatles, rehearsing, and then
performing a concert in front of an audience. What was committed to film were countless
hours of seemingly aimless jam sessions, arguments, and a hurried concert on the roof of the
Apple building in London. The film ends with the London police shutting the rooftop per-
formance down, thus bringing to close the Beatles collective film careers.

Apple

Restored and re-mastered from the original elements - this edition included both the theatrical cut
and Michael Lindsey-Hogg's new extended cut.

DISC 1
● Theatrical cut and extended cut - both available via seamless branching
● Audio commentary from director Michael Lindsey-Hogg
● Audio commentary from Paul McCartney and Ringo Star
● Audio commentary from Yoko Ono

DISC 2
● The get back sessions - The making of Let it be
● Additional footage and alternate angles
● Archive interviews
● Photo and publicity material galleries
● Theatrical trailers “Let

it be”
“Let
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A MICHAEL LINDSEY-HOGG FILM
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